
Koda Kendis stood with his hands on his hips, looking at the old T-65B X-Wing in
front of him, graciously left on his landing platform. Supreme Chancellor Appius had a
funny way of showing his affection to Koda, an hour prior he received a message that
read ‘Deliver this to the A.C.E. storage facility on Arx. Signed, Supreme Chancellor
Appius Wight.’

“What does he think I am? A delivery boy? I’m the damn Governor of Kasiya.”
Koda grumbled as he walked towards the ship. There was a green R2 unit sitting in the
droid compartment that beeped at him. “I don’t understand your language, droid. Do
your job, and I’ll do mine. Got it?” Koda asked the droid as he climbed in, it gave an
affirmative beep. Koda was pleasantly surprised at how roomy the cockpit was, he
normally didn’t like fighters due to feeling constrained and having just a minor amount of
claustrophobia. He got himself strapped in and started the boot up sequence, “Droid. If
there is any danger, beep rapidly. One beep for yes, two beeps for no. Is that simple
enough for both of us?” The droid beeped once, “Good. Let’s get this mission taken
care of and we can both be on our merry way.” And within a few moments, the old
X-Wing took off from the platform and into the Elysian atmosphere, Koda took a
moment to look down upon the city of Aidos before fully leaving the planet. “I’m
assuming you have the coordinates for the ACE facility?” Koda asked the droid, who
gave a single beep, “I like you. If we get through this, I might consider finding me a
droid.” He chuckled to himself, the R2 unit gave a whined beep, “What? Jealous?” The
droid did not respond, “Alright, alright. Let’s get on with the mission.” Koda waited for
the droid to enter the coordinates.

As the droid was doing so, it started to beep rapidly. Koda looked out the
viewport to try and see if there was another ship inbound. On the portside of the ship
was a E-Wing rapidly approaching and locking on. Koda took the X-Wing’s control stick
and sped the ship up to max speed to throw off its targeting computer. With a quick flick
of a switch, the foils of the X-Wing spread out to form its iconic look, as he quickly
turned to face the opposing ship head-on. “Unload into them!” Koda demanded of the
droid. A barrage of laser cannon fire as well as two torpedoes were fired at the E-Wing.
Koda was only a few seconds faster than the E-Wing, which only now started to fire at
him. The two ships were equally shielded, but due to his quick reaction time, Koda was
able to break through the E-Wings shields and destroy the vessel before his shields
were taken down. He took a quick breath and relaxed, “...who in the blazes would want
to destroy this ship? It doesn’t have any value…well…not to me. But maybe they’re a
rival of ACE, what do you think?” Koda asked the droid, who gave three beeps. “Three
beeps? What is that? A maybe?” The droid gave a beep. “I’ll figure it out after we make
the delivery.”



Now with all the interruptions out of the way, the droid finally entered in the
coordinates and the small ship entered hyperspace. The two did not talk through the
flight, instead, Koda opted to get a power nap in. Once they exited hyperspace, Koda
woke up and was being hailed by Arx’s traffic control.

“Unidentified X-Wing, identify yourself.” The traffic control officer asked.

“This is Governor Koda Kendis of Elysia. I am delivering this ship to the ACE
storage facility on behalf of Supreme Chancellor Appius Wight.” Koda responded, trying
his best not to sound snooty.

“One moment please.” The officer requested, a few moments passed,
“Identification confirmed. Welcome to Arx, Governor Kendis.”

“Thank you for having me.” Koda chuckled, he always loved being called
Governor. He brought the ship down into the atmosphere as the droid guided him to the
landing platform for the storage facility. He landed it and hopped out as some
technicians made their way over. Koda looked at the green R2 unit and smirked under
his helmet,  “How would you like to be my droid?” The droid took a moment to think
before giving two beeps. “No? I respect that. Staying loyal to your job is honorable. Take
care, and maybe our paths will cross again.” The droid gave two beeps. Koda stood
back as the technicians hooked the X-Wing up to a crane and hauled it off to be stored.
He put his hands on his hips once more and asked himself “...now how are we getting
back?”


